Il Piacere Femminile Scoprire
Sperimentare E Vivere La
Sessualit 1
When people should go to the ebook stores, search start by shop,
shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we allow the
ebook compilations in this website. It will agreed ease you to look
guide Il Piacere Femminile Scoprire Sperimentare E Vivere
La Sessualit 1 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you truly
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best place within net
connections. If you goal to download and install the Il Piacere
Femminile Scoprire Sperimentare E Vivere La Sessualit 1 , it is
very simple then, previously currently we extend the link to buy
and make bargains to download and install Il Piacere Femminile
Scoprire Sperimentare E Vivere La Sessualit 1 thus simple!

The Burned Tower - Sergey
Dyachenko 2012-01-24
A truck driver on a lonely
stretch of road, a hitchiker, and
an ancient curse— a brilliant
and moving tale, steeped in
folklore, by the masters of
modern Fantasy. In 1999 "The
Burned Tower" was awarded
the "Interpresscon" as the best

short story of the year on the
international SF-convention in
St-Petersburg. Now, for the
first time, in English. Also
contains a preview of the Tor
book, The Scar (publication
date: 2/28/12). At the
Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
The Tiny Seed - Eric Carle
2005-02
Text and illustrations relate the
growth of a small seed that
survives the winter cold to
become a beautiful spring
flower. On board pages.
The Wonder Down Under Nina Brochmann 2018-03-06
A joyful and indispensable
guide filled with astonishing,
important, and little-known
information about the vagina
that will equip a new
generation to make informed
choices about their sexual
health and happiness. The
Wonder Down Under is a
comprehensive guide to a
miraculous and complex part of
the body that too few of us
(regardless of gender) are all
that familiar with--the vagina.
With wisdom, humor, and
scientific aplomb, medical
student Ellen Støkken Dahl and
Dr. Nina Brochmann take
readers on a fascinating
journey of female sexual
organs and sexual health--from
the clitoris to contraception to
cervical cancer. More than a
user's manual, this book is the

funny, frank tribute to the
vagina that we have been
waiting for. The Wonder Down
Under is filled with
astonishing, essential, and
little-known information-relayed with both medical
expertise and genuine
empathy. Did you know, for
instance, that female and male
sex organs are merely
variations on the same basic
structure? Or that there's no
such thing as a virginity test-because examining the hymen
cannot meaningfully indicate
whether or not someone's had
sex? Brochmann and Dahl have
written a tour-de-force about
the biology, anatomy, and
reality of the female body,
examining the many ways in
which widespread
misinformation and silence
about the vagina have been
harmful to women over time.
The Wonder Down Under
makes crucial contributions to
the discussion: the book was an
instant bestseller that sold out
in its native Norway in just
three days. Since then it has
been acquired by publishers in
more than two dozen countries
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around the world. The Wonder
Down Under is a joyful and
indispensable book that will
educate readers of all kinds
and equip a new generation to
make informed choices about
their sexual well-being.
The Strategic Dialogue Giorgio Nardone 2018-03-29
The Strategic Dialogue is a fine
strategy by which one can
achieve maximum results with
minimum effort. It was
developed through a natural
evolutionary process from
previous treatments for
particular pathologies, and
composed of therapeutic
stratagems and specific
sequences of ad hoc maneuvres
constructed for different types
of problems. This book
represents both the starting
and finishing line of all of the
research, clinical practice, and
managerial consulting
performed by the authors over
a fifteen year period at the
Centro Terapia Strategica of
Arezzo (Strategic Therapy
Center). This work can be
referred to as the finishing line
because the Strategic
Dialogue, an advanced

therapeutic method of
conducting a therapy session
and inducing radical changes
rapidly in the patient,
represents the culmination of
all that has been achieved so
far in the field.
Homosexuality and Italian
Cinema - Mauro Giori
2017-11-18
This book is the first to
establish the relevance of
same-sex desires, pleasures
and anxieties in the cinema of
post-war Italy. It explores
cinematic representations of
homosexuality and their
significance in a wider cultural
struggle in Italy involving
society, cinema, and sexuality
between the 1940s and 1970s.
Besides tracing the evolution of
representations through both
art and popular films, this book
also analyses connections with
consumer culture, film
criticism and politics. Giori
uncovers how complicated
negotiations between
challenges to and valorization
of dominant forms of
knowledge of homosexuality
shaped representations and
argues that they were not
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always the outcome of hatred
but also sought to convey
unmentionable pleasures and
complicities. Through archival
research and a survey of more
than 600 films, the author
enriches our understanding of
thirty years of Italian film and
cultural history.
The Absorbent Mind - Maria
Montessori 2013-03-25
The Absorbent Mind was Maria
Montessori's most in-depth
work on her educational
theory, based on decades of
scientific observation of
children. Her view on children
and their absorbent minds was
a landmark departure from the
educational model at the time.
This book helped start a
revolution in education. Since
this book first appeared there
have been both cognitive and
neurological studies that have
confirmed what Maria
Montessori knew decades ago.
Thalassa - Sandor Ferenczi
2018-06-04
This book expands the symbols
of the phallus and vagina into
cosmic symbols, not by
reference to myths but by his
interpretations of embryonic,

physiological, psychological
facts. It develops the view that
the whole of life is determined
by a tendency to return to the
womb, equating the process of
birth with the phylogenetic
transition of animal life from
water to land, and linking
coitus to the idea of "thalassal
regression": "the longing for
the sea-life from which man
emerged to primeval times".
The Book of Disquiet Fernando Pessoa 2010-12-09
Sitting at his desk, Bernardo
Soares imagined himself free
forever of Rua dos Douradores,
of his boss Vasques, of Moreira
the book-keeper, of all the
other employees, the errand
boy, the post boy, even the cat.
But if he left them all tomorrow
and discarded the suit of
clothes he wears, what else
would he do? Because he
would have to do something.
And what suit would he wear?
Because he would have to wear
another suit. A self-deprecating
reflection on the sheer distance
between the loftiness of his
feelings and the humdrum
reality of his life, The Book of
Disquiet is a classic of
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existentialist literature.
Gioco mortale - Cesario Picca
2016-02-04
Trasgredire vuol dire anche
morire... Un ricco e gaudente
uomo d’affari bolognese viene
trovato morto nella sua
lussuosa villa a ridosso dei
giardini Margherita. Le
indagini della squadra mobile
di Bologna permettono di
appurare che si tratta di un
omicidio. Dagli esami
tossicologici emerge che il
licenzioso viveur è stato
avvelenato. Il cronista
salentino Saru Santacroce
segue il lavoro investigativo
per dare un nome all’assassino.
Grazie alle sue conoscenze e a
una buona dose di fortuna,
Saru ha sempre qualcosa in più
degli altri colleghi. Ma non è
facile lavorare quando le
esigenze degli inquirenti e
quelle del circo mediatico non
collimano. La polizia scopre
che la vita privata della vittima
è ad alta tensione erotica.
L’uomo, infatti, frequenta club
privé, organizza orge nella sua
villa e ama sperimentare nuovi
ambiti alla stessa stregua del
marchese De Sade. La donna di

servizio che lo conosce da
sempre ha un’idea
completamente diversa di
quell’uomo di cui è innamorata.
Lo sa molto bene l’altra
protagonista femminile di
questo giallo che insieme a lui
vive la trasgressione in tutte le
sue sfumature, anche quelle
più inconfessabili. Vorrebbe
una relazione stabile con lui,
ma scopre che è solo una
pedina per soddisfare istinti
animaleschi. Non è facile per la
polizia scoprire chi ha
assassinato l’uomo dal passato
tenebroso che fa affari anche
con la criminalità organizzata.
In questo giallo, Saru
Santacroce dimostra di
conoscere molto bene il mondo
della trasgressione. Un
universo che vive e descrive
con dovizia di particolari
spesso forti e ad alta intensità
erotica.
Laura Mulvey 'Visual
Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema' 1975 - Laura Mulvey
2016
Since it first appeared in
Screen in 1975, Laura Mulvey's
essay "Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema" has been an
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enduring point of reference for
artists, filmmakers, writers and
theorists. Mulvey's compelling
polemical analysis of visual
pleasure has provoked and
encouraged others to take
positions, challenge
preconceived ideas and
produce new works that owe
their possibility to the
generative qualities of this key
essay. In this book, the
celebrated New York-based
video artist Rachel Rose (born
1986) has produced an
innovative work that extends
and adds to the essay's frame
of reference. Drawing on 18thand 19th-century fairy tales,
and observing how their flat
narratives matched the flatness
of their depictions, Rose
created collages that connect
these pre-cinematic
illustrations to what Mulvey
describes in her essay--cinema
flattening sexuality into
visuality.
Dilemmas of Desire Deborah L. TOLMAN
2009-06-30
Be sexy but not sexual. Don't
be a prude but don't be a slut.
These are the cultural

messages that barrage teenage
girls. In movies and magazines,
in music and advice columns,
girls are portrayed as the
object or the victim of someone
else's desire--but virtually
never as someone with
acceptable sexual feelings of
her own. What teenage girls
make of these contradictory
messages, and what they make
of their awakening sexuality--so
distant from and yet so
susceptible to cultural
stereotypes--emerges for the
first time in frank and complex
fashion in Deborah Tolman's
Dilemmas of Desire. A unique
look into the world of
adolescent sexuality, this book
offers an intimate and often
disturbing, sometimes
inspiring, picture of how
teenage girls experience,
understand, and respond to
their sexual feelings, and of
how society mediates, shapes,
and distorts this experience. In
extensive interviews, we listen
as actual adolescent girls--both
urban and suburban--speak
candidly of their curiosity and
confusion, their pleasure and
disappointment, their fears,
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defiance, or capitulation in the
face of a seemingly
imperishable double standard
that smiles upon burgeoning
sexuality in boys yet frowns,
even panics, at its equivalent in
girls. As a vivid evocation of
girls negotiating some of the
most vexing issues of
adolescence, and as a
thoughtful, richly informed
examination of the dilemmas
these girls face, this readable
and revealing book begins the
critical work of understanding
the sexuality of young women
in all its personal, social, and
emotional significance.
The Power Is Within You Louise Hay 1995-03-07
“Louise Hay writes to your
soul—where all healing begins.
I love this book... and I love
Louise Hay.” — Dr. Wayne W.
Dyer In The Power Is Within
You, Louise L. Hay expands her
philosophies of loving the self
through: · learning to listen
and trust the inner voice; ·
loving the child within; · letting
our true feelings out; · the
responsibility of parenting; ·
releasing our fears about
growing older; · allowing

ourselves to receive prosperity;
· expressing our creativity; ·
accepting change as a natural
part of life; · creating a world
that is ecologically sound; ·
where it's safe to love each
other'; · and much more. She
closes the book with a chapter
devoted to meditations for
personal and planetary healing.
Torna - Stefano Antonini
2017-03-10
Un padre rientra a casa prima
dal lavoro e trova il figlio
diciassettenne tra le braccia di
un ragazzo. Lo stupore, la
rabbia e il dolore gelano ogni
sua reazione. Si chiude in
camera e riesce a fare solo una
cosa: scrivere una lunga e
toccante email al figlio. Torna è
la lettera che ogni ragazzo
rifiutato dalla famiglia avrebbe
voluto ricevere, è l’occasione,
per ogni genitore incapace di
accettare la diversità, di aprire
un dialogo con se stessi per
trovare quelle risposte che, da
soli, è difficile darsi. Torna è la
lettera che forse avrebbe
evitato il suicidio di molti
minorenni che, di diverso,
avevano solo la capacità di
amare. Torna è anche la
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risposta di un figlio alle parole
di un padre che non ha mai
chiuso la porta in faccia alla
speranza.
Come as You Are - Emily
Nagoski 2015-04-09
A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER An essential
exploration of women’s
sexuality that will radically
transform your sex life into one
filled with confidence and joy.
After all the books that have
been written about sex, all the
blogs and TV shows and radio
Q&As, how can it be that we all
still have so many questions?
The frustrating reality is that
we’ve been lied to — not
deliberately, it’s no one’s fault,
but still. We were told the
wrong story. Come as You Are
reveals the true story behind
female sexuality, uncovering
the little-known science of
what makes us tick and, more
importantly, how and why. Sex
educator Dr Emily Nagoski
debunks the common sexual
myths that are making women
(and some men!) feel
inadequate between the sheets.
Underlying almost all of the
questions we still have about

sex is the common worry: ‘Am I
normal?’ This book answers
with a resounding Yes! We are
all different, but we are all
normal — and once we learn
this, we can create for
ourselves better sex and more
profound pleasure than we
ever thought possible. PRAISE
FOR EMILY NAGOSKI ‘As a
literary work, Nagoski’s book
deserves plaudits for the rare
achievement of merging pop
science and the sexual self-help
genre in prose that’s not
insufferably twee … “You are
normal!” doesn’t sound much
like a battlecry, but in a world
keen to sexually homogenise
women from the gap of their
thighs to the shape of their
mons pubis, the sentiment
lands like a bomb.’ The
Guardian ‘Come As You Are
screams female empowerment
loud and proud.’ The
Independent
Vulnerability as generativity Cristiana Ottaviano
2018-04-10T00:00:00+02:00
This book focuses on
parenthood and generativity,
considered not only a set of
biological functions, but as
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human and socio-cultural
capabilities above and beyond
gender differences. The
authors reconsider in
particular the institution of
motherhood, emphasizing the
historical and social function of
women. Alongside a refl ection
on the gender role of women as
mothers and wives, this volume
explores male identities and
fatherhood. While claiming that
parenthood and care are
human characteristics – and
not just gendered or female
attributes – the authors
suggest the adoption of a
gylanic perspective on intergender relationships.
Psychiatry and Sexual
Medicine - Michal LewStarowicz 2020-09-02
Psychiatry meets sexual
medicine! This book explores
the links between mental and
sexual health and provides
guidance for the treatment of
the most common sexual
problems. The book fills the
need of many clinicians and
trainees who work in the field
of psychiatry and sexual
medicine. Offering
comprehensive and clearly

structured information, case
presentations, and key
messages this book focuses on
sharing essential knowledge
and skills of recognized experts
in the field. Get inspired by the
vivid interactions of psychiatry
and sexual medicine and help
your patients on their way to
improved sexual health!
Carta bianca - Clara Rota
2019-09-11T00:00:00+02:00
La scrittura nasce dal bisogno
di dare forma alle idee, il
disegno nasce dal bisogno di
dare forma alle visioni, la carta
nasce dal desiderio di rendere
visibile l’invisibile.
Something for the Pain: One
Doctor's Account of Life and
Death in the ER - Paul Austin
2009-10-21
"A stunning account of the
chaos of the emergency room."
—Boston Globe In this eyeopening account of life in the
ER, Paul Austin recalls how the
daily grind of long, erratic
shifts and endless hordes of
patients with sad stories sent
him down a path of bitterness
and cynicism. Gritty, powerful,
and ultimately redemptive,
Something for the Pain is a
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revealing glimpse into the
fragility of compassion and
sanity in the industrial setting
of today’s hospitals.
Letteratura e industria Associazione internazionale per
gli studi di lingua e letteratura
italiana. Congresso 1997
L'espresso - 2000
BDSM. A Guide for
Explorers of Extreme
Eroticism - Ayzad 2018
Tate - Ella Frank 2017-09-12
Fans of M/M romances will
love this story about a playboy
who doesn't do relationships
and a bachelor who doesn't do
guys.
Co-operation Between the
Sexes - Alfred Adler 1982
Discusses relationships
between men and women and
types of deviant behavior often
found in sex role adjustment
The Illustrated Manual of Sex
Therapy - Helen Singer Kaplan
2015-11
The Illustrated Manual of Sex
Therapy reviews the nature
and causes of male and female
sexual dysfunctions, and

describes and portrays the
various erotic techniques and
exercises employed in sex
therapy. This highly practical
manual is an indispensable
guide to the nature and causes
of the six major sexual
dysfunctions - inhibited female
excitement, female orgastic
dysfunction, vaginismus,
impotence, retarded
ejaculation, and premature
ejaculation - and the
therapeutic sexual techniques
used in overcoming them. The
clear, accessible language and
exquisitely rendered drawings
combine to make this book an
essential addition to the
libraries of practitioners,
teachers, and students of
medicine and psychology- and
most important, of those who
experience sexual dysfunction
themselves.
Segnocinema - 2003
Bookmarks - A manual for
combating hate speech online
through human rights
education - 2014-05-13
The work of the Council of
Europe for democracy is
strongly based on education:
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education in schools, and
education as a lifelong learning
process of practising
democracy, such as in nonformal learning activities.
Human rights education and
education for democratic
citizenship form an integral
part of what we have to secure
to make democracy
sustainable. Hate speech is one
of the most worrying forms of
racism and discrimination
prevailing across Europe and
amplified by the Internet and
social media. Hate speech
online is the visible tip of the
iceberg of intolerance and
ethnocentrism. Young people
are directly concerned as
agents and victims of online
abuse of human rights; Europe
needs young people to care and
look after human rights, the
life insurance for democracy.
Bookmarks is published to
support the No Hate Speech
Movement youth campaign of
the Council of Europe for
human rights online.
Bookmarks is useful for
educators wanting to address
hate speech online from a
human rights perspective, both

inside and outside the formal
education system. The manual
is designed for working with
learners aged 13 to 18 but the
activities can be adapted to
other age ranges.
When Sex Becomes Intimate Krishnananda Trobe
2008-06-01
The Trobes provide a road map
for bringing sex and
vulnerability together to
deepen and enrich intimacy
based on examples from their
own lives and the lives of those
they have counseled.
Maschi - Mariolina Ceriotti
Migliarese 2018-01-02
«Ma a che cosa servono gli
uomini?». È una domanda che
ricorre sempre più spesso tra
le giovani donne... Nella nostra
società complessa il cosiddetto
«sesso forte» si sta rivelando,
invece, quello più fragile. I
maschi odierni, oscillanti tra
narcisismo e aggressività, tra
solitudini e dipendenze, sono
disorientati di fronte alle sfide
che li attendono, prima tra
tutte la paternità. Dalla sua
esperienza di psicoterapeuta,
Mariolina Ceriotti Migliarese
ha studiato l’universo dei
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maschi in una prospettiva
femminile, evidenziandone le
criticità e le molte risorse: la
sua riflessione è un invito
appassionato perché gli uomini
continuino a essere portatori di
quella «potenza buona, feconda
e fecondante di cui il mondo e
anche la donna continuano ad
avere estremo bisogno».
An Ethics of Sexual
Difference - Luce Irigaray
2005-02-01
Luce Irigaray (1932-) is the
foremost thinker on sexual
difference of our times. In An
Ethics of Sexual Difference
Irigaray speaks out against
many feminists by pursuing
questions of sexual difference,
arguing that all thought and
language is gendered and that
there can therefore be no
neutral thought. Examining
major philosophers, such as
Plato, Spinoza and Levinas,
with a series of meditations on
the female experience, she
advocates new philosophies
through which women can
develop a distinctly female
space and a "love of self". It is
an essential feminist text and a
major contribution to our

thinking about language.
Principles and Practice of Sex
Therapy - Sandra Risa Leiblum
1980
Now in a completely revised
and expanded fourth edition,
this widely adopted text and
clinical reference provides a
comprehensive guide to
assessment and treatment of
all of the major female and
male sexual dysfunctions.
Leading authorities
demonstrate effective ways to
integrate psychological,
interpersonal, and medical
interventions. Every chapter
includes detailed clinical
examples illustrating the
process of therapy and the
factors that influence
treatment outcomes. More than
an update, the fourth edition
incorporates major advances in
research and practice. New
chapter topics include
persistent genital arousal
disorder in women, sexual
desire disorders in men,
physical therapy for female
sexual pain, treatment of
sexual abuse survivors,
sexuality and culture, and
sexual pharmacology.
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How to Fail at Almost
Everything and Still Win Big
- Scott Adams 2013-10-22
Blasting clichéd career advice,
the contrarian pundit and
creator of Dilbert recounts the
humorous ups and downs of his
career, revealing the outsized
role of luck in our lives and
how best to play the system.
Scott Adams has likely failed at
more things than anyone
you’ve ever met or anyone
you’ve even heard of. So how
did he go from hapless office
worker and serial failure to the
creator of Dilbert, one of the
world’s most famous
syndicated comic strips, in just
a few years? In How to Fail at
Almost Everything and Still
Win Big, Adams shares the
game plan he’s followed since
he was a teen: invite failure in,
embrace it, then pick its
pocket. No career guide can
offer advice that works for
everyone. As Adams explains,
your best bet is to study the
ways of others who made it big
and try to glean some tricks
and strategies that make sense
for you. Adams pulls back the
covers on his own unusual life

and shares how he turned one
failure after another—including
his corporate career, his
inventions, his investments,
and his two restaurants—into
something good and lasting.
There’s a lot to learn from his
personal story, and a lot of
entertainment along the way.
Adams discovered some
unlikely truths that helped to
propel him forward. For
instance: • Goals are for losers.
Systems are for winners. •
“Passion” is bull. What you
need is personal energy. • A
combination of mediocre skills
can make you surprisingly
valuable. • You can manage
your odds in a way that makes
you look lucky to others.
Adams hopes you can laugh at
his failures while discovering
some unique and helpful ideas
on your own path to personal
victory. As he writes: “This is a
story of one person’s unlikely
success within the context of
scores of embarrassing
failures. Was my eventual
success primarily a result of
talent, luck, hard work, or an
accidental just-right balance of
each? All I know for sure is that
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I pursued a conscious strategy
of managing my opportunities
in a way that would make it
easier for luck to find me.”
Essere maschi - Stefano
Ciccone 2017-05-10
È possibile una parola di
uomini che esprima
l’esperienza maschile nella sua
parzialità, la sua aspirazione a
differire rispetto a modelli,
forme di relazione, percezioni
di sé costruiti storicamente? È
possibile una critica di questo
ordine oppressivo pensata ed
espressa da uomini che rompa
con la storia del maschile?
The Trouble with Women Jacky Fleming 2016-09-20
Ever noticed that women don't
feature much in history books,
and wondered why? Then this
is the book for you. In The
Trouble with Women, feminist
artist Jacky Fleming illustrates
how the opinions of supposed
male geniuses, such as Charles
Darwin (who believed that
women have smaller brains
than men) and John Ruskin
(who believed that women's
main function was to praise
men), have shaped the fate of
women through history,

confining them to a life of
domesticity and very little else.
Get ready to laugh, wince, and
rescue forgotten women from
the "dustbin of history," while
keeping a close eye out for telltale "genius hair."
Terapia del desiderio. Maschile
e femminile - Edoardo Giusti
2012
Corpo e cuore - Alessandra
Graziottin 2000
Pornotopia - Paul Preciado
2014-10-01
Published for the first time in
1953, Playboy was not only the
first pornographic popular
magazine in America; it also
came to embody an entirely
new lifestyle through the
construction of a series of
utopian multimedia spaces —
from the Playboy Mansion and
fictional Playboy’s Penthouse of
1959 to the Playboy Clubs and
hotels appearing around the
world in the 1960s.
Simultaneously, the invention
of the contraceptive pill
provided access to a
biochemical technique that
separated (hetero) sexuality
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and reproduction. Addressing
these concurrent cultural
shifts, Paul Preciado
investigates the strategic
relationships between space,
gender, and sexuality in
popular sites related to the
production and consumption of
pornography that have tended
to reside at the margins of
traditional histories of
architecture: bachelor pads,
multimedia rotating beds, and
design objects, among others.
Combining historical
perspectives with
contemporary critical theory,
gender and queer theory, porn
studies, the history of
technology, and a range of
primary transdisciplinary
sources — treatises on
sexuality, medical and
pharmaceutical handbooks,
architecture journals, erotic
magazines, building manuals,
and novels — Pornotopia
explores the use of
architecture as a biopolitical
technique for governing sexual
relations and the production of
gender in the postwar United
States.
Il piacere femminile. Scoprire,

sperimentare e vivere la
sessualità - Ilaria Consolo 2017
The Girl with the Leica Helena Janeczek 2019-10-10
1st August 1937. A parade of
red flags marches through
Paris. It is the funeral
procession for Gerda Taro, the
first female photographer to be
killed on a battlefield. Robert
Capa, who leads the
procession, is devastated. They
have been happy together: he
taught her how to use the Leica
before they left together to
fight in the Spanish Civil War.
Other figures from Gerda’s
past are in the crowd: Ruth
Cerf, her friend from Leipzig,
who shared the hardships of
their first years in Paris after
feeling from Germany; Willy
Chardack, who resigned
himself to the role of loyal
companion after Gerda
snubbed him for Georg
Kuritzkes, a fighter in the
International Brigades. For all
of them, Gerda will remain a
stronger and more vivid
presence than her image of
anti-fascist heroine. It is her
who binds together a narrative
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spanning distant times and
places, bringing back to life the
snapshots of these young
people and the challenges they
faced in the 1930s, from
economic depression to the rise
of nazism, to the hostility
towards refugees in France.
But for those who loved her,
those young years would

remain a time when, as long as
Gerda was alive, everything
seemed possible.
Aggressività e sessualità. Il
rapporto figura/sfondo tra
dolore e piacere - AA. VV.
2015-05-04T00:00:00+02:00
1252.15
Lapis - 1993
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